ABSTRACT: As a compelling case of sensitive structure−property relationship, an odd−even effect refers to the alternating trend of physical or chemical properties on odd/even number of repeating structural units. In crystalline or semicrystalline materials, such odd−even effects emerge as manifestations of differences in the periodic packing patterns of molecules. Therefore, due to the lack of long-range order, such an odd−even phenomenon is not expected for dynamic properties in amorphous state. Herein, we report the discovery of a remarkable odd−even effect of dynamical properties in the liquid phase. In a class of glassforming diammonium citrate ionic liquids, using incoherent quasi-elastic neutron scattering measurements, we measured the dynamical properties including diffusion coefficient and rotational relaxation time. These directly measured molecular dynamics showed pronounced alternating trends with increased number of methylene (−CH 2 −) groups in the backbone. Meanwhile, the structure factor S(Q) showed no long-range periodic packing of molecules, while the pair distribution function G(r) revealed subtle differences in the local molecular morphology. The observed dynamical odd−even phenomenon in liquids showed that profound dynamical changes originate from subtle local structural differences.
■ INTRODUCTION
Bridging molecular structure and macroscopic phenomena has been an ultimate dream of chemists since the inception of modern chemistry. 1−6 Under some rare circumstances, material properties show surprising sensitivity with respect to their electronic, atomic, or molecular structures. For instance, the chemical reactivity between carbon nanotube and diazonium salts is highly sensitive to the electronic structure of carbon nanotube;
7 the activation energy of methane CH bond activation is strongly sensitive to the surface atom structure; 8 and polyisocyanates with stereospecifically deuterated side chains manifest completely opposite helical conformation from slight chiral differences in monomer and precursors. 9 The fact that minor structure changes result in significant differences in material properties is intriguing for fundamental research and crucial for practical applications.
As an exemplification of structure−property relationships, odd−even effects reflect sensitivity of minor structural changes to properties within homologous materials. This sensitivity exists at different length scales and involves different types of interactions. 10−12 Nevertheless, all known odd−even effects are related to packing, where the significant alternation of macroscopic properties is manifested from long-range periodic packing of molecules. Indeed, the classic example, taught in most organic chemistry textbooks, is probably n-alkanes, where the melting points have an odd−even effect with chain length. Its molecular-level explanation is that even-numbered n-alkanes have more optimal intermolecular contacts than odd-numbered n-alkanes, leading to less dense lattice packing. Consequently, odd-numbered n-alkanes have lower density, lower melting point, and smaller fusion enthalpy than even-numbered neighbors. 13 Similarly, the odd−even trend on thermodynamic properties of the solids can be justified insofar by packing effects. On the other hand, liquid-phase properties of these systems only show monotonic dependencies on the repeating structure units because of the absence of periodic packing; for instance, the boiling point of n-alkane does not show an odd− even variation. Near melting point, there are rare instances where accurate measurements revealed slight odd−even effect for properties in liquid state such as volume/density. 14 Despite the existence of odd−even effects in various systems, an odd−even effect of dynamic properties was rarely reported in literature. An early case is the odd−even effect on viscoelastic properties in nematic liquid crystals. Rotational viscosity of these liquid crystals exhibits an alternation trend with alkyl chain length. 15−17 More recent molecular dynamics (MD) simulation produced slight odd−even effects on rotational diffusion coefficients. 18 Another case is that, in several alkylimidazolium-and pyrrolidinium-based ionic liquids, the viscosity also exhibits subtle odd−even trends with increasing alkyl chain length.
19−21 MD simulation predicted that the same trend goes with ion diffusion coefficient and electrical conductivity in these ionic liquids. 21, 22 Santos and coworkers 23−26 and Dupont and co-workers 27, 28 provided nanostructuration evidence in liquid phase regarding the structure− property relationship in imidazolium-based ionic liquid including dissociation energies, volatility, and surface tension. However, in both cases, the structural sensitivity of dynamicrelated properties such as viscosity and vapor pressure is rather weak. In addition, the experimental measurement of dynamic properties at the molecular level, such as diffusion coefficient, is still lacking.
Herein, we present the discovery of a dynamical odd−even effect in liquid state. We prepared a homologue of glassforming ionic liquids by coupling stoichiometric diammonium alkyl cations and citrate anions. To study the odd−even effect with fine spatial and temporal resolution, we employed wideangle neutron and synchrotron diffraction and quasi-elastic neutron scattering. We measured network-forming ionic liquid (NIL) microstructure by X-ray powder diffraction and local structure by neutron and X-ray pair distribution function (PDF) analysis. Both results suggested very slight alternating trend in the local structures of the liquids. We found that the mean squared displacement exhibited an odd−even effect as a function of alkyl backbone length in the cation. The incoherent quasi-elastic neutron scattering measurements revealed significant odd−even effects in dynamic properties such as diffusion coefficient, residence time, and rotational relaxation time. The understanding of such sensitivity of dynamic properties over structures will motivate more fundamental studies on structure−property relationships for molecular viscous flow. We also expect this work to be helpful for technological applications requiring novel materials with structural sensitivity.
■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
All NILs under investigation were synthesized according to a previously reported procedure. 29−31 For brevity, these ionic liquids were named as "NIL n − m", where n is the number of methylene units in alkyl backbone and m is the number of methylene/methyl units in side chains. We have chosen this glass-forming liquid over common ionic liquids because the structural difference between glass and liquid state is minimal. For our work, we would like to demonstrate that considerable differences in dynamics could result from slight differences in structure. With excessive structural frustration by alkyl side chains in the cation, the ionic network refused to crystallize upon cooling. Both n and m determined the NIL glass transition temperature as a result of competition between electrostatic and van der Waals forces.
Microstructure analysis of NILs revealed a monotonic trend of major peak position as a function of cation backbone repeating units n. Measured structure factors S(Q) of a series of NILs with n from 3 to 10 showed similar patterns. We observed three major peaks in the measured Q range (Figure 1a ). The positions of peaks I and III are rather independent of n, while that of peak II shifted to lower Q direction with larger n. We estimated the corresponding spatial correlation length as L = 2π/Q max ( Figure 1b) . L I and L III did not show any obvious dependence on n. For comparison, we plotted the fully extended N−N distance in the cation of all-trans configuration together with L II . For n = 3 and 4, L II was in accordance with L N−N in the cation. However, with longer backbone chain length (n > 4), L II varied almost linearly with backbone alkyl chain length, and it deviated from the fully extended N−N distance. It has been reported that L II correlates with the intracation tail−tail correlation based on partial structure factor attribution. 22, 32, 33 The microstructural analysis provided by powder XRD showed that the packing of molecules in these NILs does not show an alternating trend with backbone repeating units n. After ruling out the alternating trend in NIL microstructures, we decided to check whether the local structures of NILs could reveal any alternating trend. Pair distribution function (PDF) analysis using both synchrotron X-rays and neutrons gave local (r < 10 Å) structural information on atoms in NILs. Such local structural information is dominated by intramolecular atomic correlations, although cross-correlations between molecules also contribute to the scattering signal. We collected PDF data in the liquid state at 300 K (Figure 2 ). The local structures of NILs and their corresponding glass states were almost identical. The PDFs were very close with only slight difference on some peak heights, such as a decreased intensity of the first peak at 300 K at 1.07 Å. For X-ray pair distribution function (XPDF) measurements, we used normal hydrogenated samples. Due to the negligible X-ray cross sections of hydrogen atoms, the XPDF mainly revealed C−C correlations with the prominent first two peaks at 1.55 and 2.7 Å. Scattering from the two N atoms in the cation is weak compared to the majority C atoms. The number of nearest C−C neighbors (1.55 Å) was found to be larger for odd-NILs than for even-NILs. However, such odd−even local structural differences can no longer be identified beyond the second nearest neighbor of C−C. In order to reveal the hydrogen ordering, we synthesized deuterated samples for neutron pair distribution function (NPDF) measurements. In addition to the C−C correlations, similarly to what was observed in XPDF, the NPDF further revealed two prominent C−D correlations at 1.07 and 2.1 Å. On the contrary to C−C coordination number, the number of the first (1.07 Å) and second (2.1 Å) C−D neighbors was found to be smaller for odd-NILs than for even-NILs. The alternating trend of C−C and C−D correlations revealed by PDF analysis indicates that a weak odd−even effect of molecular morphology exists in NILs. It is interesting to note that such local molecular morphology differences are so weak that they do not translate into any long-range odd−even packing of the molecules, as evidenced in the previous XRD data.
We then investigated the molecular-scale dynamics of NILs using incoherent elastic neutron scattering (IENS). We chose the butyl side chain (m = 4) series for dynamic study because of the match of their dynamic features to the time window of the back scattering instrument. 34 Due to the exceptionally large incoherent cross section of hydrogen atoms, IENS probes hydrogen motions. As most of the hydrogen atoms are in the cations, the measurement predominantly probed the motions of cations. The measured intensity is proportional to the effective Debye−Waller factor, exp[−
, of the hydrogen atoms in the system, averaged over the nanosecond time resolution window, which directly yields the hydrogen mean squared displacement (MSD). As shown in Figure 3a , measured temperature dependence of the MSD can be divided into three regimes: harmonic motion, side-chain motion, and backbone motion. From 100 to 250 K, the first increase of MSD started to emerge. This increase of MSD is due to rotational motion and confined-segment motion in NILs. It is noticeable that the even-numbered NILs show larger MSD values than neighboring odd-numbered ones in this regime. Above 250 K, backbone motion dominated. The MSDs increased dramatically in this regime due to diffusions of the whole ion. In this regime, larger differences between odd-and even-numbered cations are observed. We plot the average MSDs within four different temperature ranges (10 K for each range) as functions of the backbone repeating units n ( Figure  3b ). For the two higher-temperature ranges, we observed more obvious odd−even effects on average MSD values than for lower temperatures. Note that this dynamical odd−even effect was observed in liquid states in the absence of any long-range order.
To take a step further, we measured the diffusional dynamics of NILs using quasi-elastic neutron scattering (QENS) at 360 K. The wave-vector transfer Q and energy transfer E dependence of the scattering intensity, basically the doubledifferential cross section, is described by the Fourier transform of the self-intermediate scattering function:
where N is the normalization factor, F s (Q,t) is the selfintermediate scattering function, and R(Q,E) is the Qdependent energy resolution function. F s (Q,t) can be further decoupled as the product of the translational correlation function F T (Q,t) and the rotational correlation function F R (Q,t) of the hydrogens of the cations:
where A(Q) represents the fast motions of atoms outside the time window of the measurements and is fixed at unity because of its coupling with the normalization factor N. F T (Q,t) represents the contribution from translational diffusion. For a simple liquid, it can be described by the random-jump-diffusion model:
where D is the translational diffusion coefficient and τ 0 is the residence time between random jumps of particles.
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F R (Q,t) represents the rotational diffusion of a molecule. Its Q and t dependence can be separated by the Sears expansion. 36 Here we terminate the expansion after the first three terms because the higher-order terms are negligible in our experimental Q range. Thus, the expression for F R (Q,t) is 
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Here a stands for radius of rotation, τ R is relaxation time associated with rotational diffusion, and j n (x) are the spherical Bessel functions. Demonstrations of the fittings of QENS spectra of two samples, NIL 7−4 and NIL 8−4, with this model are illustrated in Figure 4 . The model was able to capture key features in the measured QENS spectra in all Q ranges and fit all data remarkably well with three parameters: diffusional relaxation time τ T (which further yields diffusion coefficient D and residence time τ 0 ), rotational relaxation time τ R , and rotational radius a.
For translational motion, diffusion coefficient D exhibited great sensitivity to NIL's odd−even structural units. We plotted the line width of translational component 1/τ T of the spectrum as a function of Q 2 ( Figure S3 ). For all samples, the trend of line width showed an initial linear region with Q whose slope yielded the diffusion coefficient D, and at higher Q values it flattened out to a plateau that defines random-jump-diffusion residence time τ 0 . As shown in Figure 5a , translational diffusion coefficient D exhibited a remarkable odd−even trend as a function of backbone repeating units n of the cation. Oddnumbered cations showed significantly smaller diffusion coefficients than neighboring even-numbered ones. This observation was consistent with, yet more striking than, the MSD trend described previously. The largest difference of neighboring odd-and even-numbered NILs was between NIL 9−4 and NIL 10−4. With one additional methylene unit, the diffusion coefficient differed by almost a factor of 2. For residence time τ 0 (Figure 5b) , there is also a similar alternation trend (except for the case n = 6, which may be due to uncertainties in measurements and analysis). The general trend was that even-numbered cations showed a longer residence time between jump-diffusion events.
Further analysis of rotational motion also reveals a similar odd−even effect. From the rotational contribution F R (Q,t), two essential parameters can be extracted: radius of rotation a and rotational relaxation time τ R . All samples exhibited similar trends of correlation between rotation radius a and wave-vector transfer Q: a decreased in low-Q regime (Q < 0.75 Å −1
) and flattened out to about 1 Å, which corresponded to the C−H distance ( Figure S4b ). For all NIL samples, rotational relaxation time τ R was almost independent of Q, especially in the range 0.56 < Q 2 < 2.81 Å −2 ( Figure S4a) . Interestingly, the mean rotational relaxation time ⟨τ R ⟩ over the measured the Q range also showed an odd−even trend toward backbone repeating units n (Figure 5c ).
Without noticeable packing differences, the diffusion coefficient and residence time of NIL changed significantly with addition of only one methylene group (Figure 5d,e) . This extent of structural sensitivity to dynamical properties is surprising given the absence of long-range order in liquid state. Therefore, such an observation challenges the conventional understanding of the odd−even effect in terms of molecular packing. Our results suggest that single molecular morphology, although subtle as shown in the local pair distribution functions, could still result in striking macroscopic dynamic differences. Understanding the principles governing this structure−property relationship is important for design and synthesis of responsive materials. Such molecular structural sensitivity of dynamics is reminiscent of a glass transition process, where the transport properties of molecules change by several orders of magnitude while the differences between intermolecular structures can hardly be appreciated. The dynamical odd−even effect could also provide new insight into molecular viscous flow. In summary, we discovered a dynamic odd−even effect in liquids. Microstructure analysis by powder XRD showed similar arrangements of molecular ions for homologues of ionic liquids. However, neutron and X-ray PDF analysis reveal that molecular morphology exhibits a weak alternating trend as a function of repeating methylene units. Elastic neutron scattering suggests that the odd−even trend of nanosecond MSD as a function of n is very clear at high temperature. Further QENS measurements conducted in liquid state confirm that odd−even trends exist in diffusion coefficient of translational motion, residence time, and rotational motion. Such great sensitivity of dynamical properties with respect to the repeating methylene units in cations is very intriguing. Studies of this structure−dynamic relationship will further bridge the understanding of molecular structures and properties of liquids.
■ METHODS
Synthesis of Network-Forming Ionic Liquid Series and Sample Preparation for Neutron Scattering. NILs were synthesized according to a previously reported procedure. 31 These materials were prepared by reacting a dibromoalkane with a trialkylamine. The bromide counteranion was then replaced with hydroxide by use of an anion-exchange column. In situ reaction with citric acid (or other polyacids) gave the desired products and water, followed by drying under vacuum at 323 K for 2 days.
Deuterated NILs were synthesized from deuterated dibromoalkane, trialkylamine, and citric-2,2,4,4-d 4 ccid for neutron PDF experiments. Deuterated reagents were purchased from C/D/N Isotopes Inc. with at least 98 at. % deuterium. All deuterated materials were fully deuterated except citric-2,2,4,4-d 4 acid, which had one hydrogen on the hydroxide group. Identification of a commercial product does not imply recommendation or endorsement by the NIST, nor does it imply that the product is necessarily the best for the stated purpose.
Quasi-elastic Neutron Scattering Experiment. The QENS experiment was carried out on the high-flux backscattering (HFBS) instrument at NIST Center for Neutron Research (NCNR). Thin layers of samples were loaded into cylindrical aluminum containers. Helium glovebox was used in order to avoid moisture and enhance heat conductivity. The sample cans were sealed with indium wires. The sealed sample container was then mounted in a top-loading closedcycle refrigerator (CCR) with temperature accuracy better than 0.1 K. The nominal incident neutron wavelength was 6.271 Å (2.08 meV in energy). The instrument was first operated in the fixed-window mode, that is, the Doppler drive was stopped. In this mode, only elastically scattered neutrons were detected. The temperature was continuously ramped up from 15 to 363 K with a heating rate of 1 K/min.
After the fixed-window scan, the instrument was operated in dynamic-window mode, where the Doppler drive was operated in such a way to provide an energy transfer range of ±17 μeV, for a wavevector transfer Q range of 0.25−1.75 Å −1 . Energy resolution near the elastic line was about 1 μeV. All quasi-elastic measurements were taken at 360 K, where all samples were in the liquid phase. Vanadium run was used for detector calibration and instrument resolution.
X-ray and Neutron Pair Distribution Function Experiments. The X-ray PDF experiment was conducted at beamline 11-ID-B of the Advanced Proton Source (APS) at Argonne National Laboratory (ANL) with incident X-ray energy of 58.66 keV. Samples were settled inside Kapton capillaries and sealed with epoxy. Samples were aligned in both horizontal and vertical directions within the X-ray beam. Measurements were carried out at room temperature in ambient conditions. The scattering structure factor, with corrections for background scattering, X-ray transmission, and Compton scattering, was obtained from diffraction data by use of the PDFgetX2 software package. 37 The neutron PDF experiment was conducted at the nanoscaleordered materials diffractometer (NOMAD) beamline of the Spallation Neutron Source (SNS) at Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL).
38 Deuterated samples were used to reduce incoherent scattering from hydrogen. Samples were sealed inside 3 mm quartz capillaries. The room-temperature measurement took about 0.5 h to obtain high-resolution PDF.
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